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Introduction
When I was 14, one of my first classes in high school was
about cooking. It was kind of an odd setup: The class
seemed obviously designed as an upperclassmen elective,
helping those who weren’t as academically driven get the
credits they needed to graduate. I can’t even seem to find
this type of course on their website, and I have to assume
it was on the outs even as I got into high school.

I was the only freshman in the class, and felt more than a little
out of place with a dozen or so other folks who may have enjoyed
cooking, but were not as bright-eyed as me. I felt more than a
little out of my element: The only way I was going to succeed was
by doing, not test-taking, which I’d only experienced touches of
before then.
Half a lifetime later, some of the details are fuzzy, but three
important things spring to mind. First, I remember were the two
young men I shared a kitchen space with. Intelligent but certainly
not bookish, one was already suffering from senioritis while
the other seemed to be deeply drawn into cooking. Second, I
remember cheeseburger pie*. Oh, and of course, I remember our
first failed dish.

Failure in the Kitchen

This is not a dish
I recommend
anyone make,
however tasty it
may be.

One of our first tasks in the kitchen was to make something
simple; for some reason we chose cinnamon toast. Seemed
foolishly easy. We had the bread, cinnamon, sugar, butter, and a
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Though in the
interest of full
disclosure, I did
work at a pizzeria
and a deli back in
high school.

broiler to make the toast.
Not really understanding well the function or purpose of
broilers, or how long it might take to toast bread inside an oven,
we ended up with charcoal. Spewing smoke, it was clear that
there was a lot to learn in the kitchen.
How did this anecdote make it back into my head? I hadn’t
even thought about my high school experience and my own
personal history of cooking until I began stepping back through
time, looking at the moments and points of inflection that
brought me to my thesis project.
There’s no way, except in looking back, to connect that version
of me, so many years ago, with today. That time in the kitchen
as a teenager did not put me on a path towards being a regular
home cook, and did not specifically move me towards food
service as a career path*. No, it’s more that in these moments of
reflecting, particularly in thinking of thesis, it’s worth pointing
out my history and the insights that may have been recessed in
my subconscious when I approached and designed Step Zero.

About Step Zero
This project has been summed up in many ways, but the
one that continues to stick around in one form or another
is a version of this sentence:
Step Zero redesigns recipes to make tools, prep, and
actions clear so home chefs can begin cooking with
confidence.
W H AT S T E P Z E R O I S
Step Zero is a service, activated by browser extension or
bookmarklet, that analyzes recipes found online and redesigns
them in an optimized format. It provides three key features
compared with a traditional recipe:
• A visual list of equipment needed
• A new step dedicated to prep of ingredients, including graphic
explanations for size and specific terminology
• Emphasized actions in the cooking steps to be easier to
reference visually

formatting recipes consistently, regardless of the source.

WHY STEP ZERO?
Traditional recipe websites assume strong skills in and knowledge
of the kitchen. Recipes are usually written in ways that need to
be reread to be understood. Particularly for inexperienced home
chefs, this makes using typical recipes time-consuming and
stressful.
People have no trouble finding or saving recipes they find
online: Email and social media are excellent at discovery.
However, a clear gap exists when it comes to actionable
information while cooking.
Existing video services can help teach techniques or provide
instructions for full recipes, but are time- and cost-intensive to
produce. Test subjects generally preferred to avoid technology
in the kitchen, relying on phones only when necessary. They
also complained about drawbacks like not having the necessary
information visible at a glance for them while in the process.
In particular, prep is lacking in traditional recipes. Existing
services that include prep usually require subscriptions or are
part of meal-delivery services, whose recipes are tailored to their
ingredients and are expensive compared with grocery costs.

H O W I G OT H E R E
The journey of me coming to Step Zero took more than a year,
with a bunch of wrong turns, and left me challenged in more
ways than I thought. But in the process, I learned how to do a
better job testing, balanced my pragmatic and idealistic selves
to ship prototypes, and came up with an idea that I’m proud to
present to the world.

About Me
My name is Nic Barajas; I am a proud member of the class of
2016 in SVA’s Interaction Design program. While completing
this program, I have also been an editor at The New York Times,
where I work on the News Platforms team.
Thank you for your interest in this process. As you might
imagine, it’s never as clean and beautiful as anyone would hope,
but it’s definitely an inside look of my mind and my work.

An inadvertent
self-portrait of the
author.

Less experienced home chefs learn the value of mise en
place, a French term meaning “to put things in their place,”
which may ease stress in the kitchen and make cooking more
straightforward. Those already comfortable in the kitchen will
find Step Zero useful for displaying the tools needed and by
viii
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Finding My Direction
From my earliest, I wanted to think about the difficult problems
being faced by communities and come up with ways to solve
them. However, I wasn’t sure exactly where this would take me,
somewhat by design.
I was reminded of a talk between John Gruber and Merlin
Mann back in 2009 at South By Southwest, where they discussed
how they think people do their best creative work. Merlin
described it like this:
You need a tolerance for having no idea where your thing
is going, you know? Because if you have too much of an
idea of what it is, you may be accidentally making the
wrong thing.
That line had followed me for years, and I embraced it here.
Rather than going in headstrong with a subject area, I looked at
the world around me to better understand what I saw, where I
thought things might not be as good for people as they could, and
began to wonder where I was suited to making a difference.
I had plenty of ideas I was interested in, all in their infancy
stages, before I came across a path that interested me enough to
wander down and explore seriously.

Food Communities
An area that initially sparked a fair amount of interest was
food communities and professionals.

If you’re reading
this digitally, tap
on the dotted
text to see blog
posts or websites
referenced.
If not, a version
of this is at
stepzero.cooking
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Having seen the build-up of scenes like Smorgasburg, food
trucks as a growing means of commerce in urban areas, and an
emerging small-scale food movement, it felt more important than
ever to me that food entrepreneurs get the resources and space to
display commensurate with their ambitions.
From an early blog post:
We’re talking about the elusive—and apparently dying—
third place, of Starbucks fame, in our Public Interfaces
class. I’m chiefly concerned with the ability for community
members to do interesting work of their own that isn’t
simply a knowledge worker in a desk at a coworking space
This might be the project I know the least about, owing to
my lack of knowledge of building, health, occupancy and
other codes that would be very beneficial to trying to rent
or provide space, but it’s something I’d love to try to create
a prototype of. In particular, I’m thinking about creative
workers in physical spaces—artists, chefs artisans—folks
who would benefit most from being able to display their
wares in their local communities.
Among the thoughts: How can a multipurpose space
with vitality exist? Could a space be created whose setup
and breakdown (and costs associated with them) are
minimized? Should this be event- or person-driven?
The existing methods seemed either hidden from the public—
commercial kitchens or working from home (often illegally) to
make things for markets, wholesale or food trucks—or it was
simply unsustainable in borrowing other cooking spaces to do
short-term rentals and pop-ups.

CO M M U N I T Y S PA C E S FO R C H E F S
“I think if you
added a zero
onto all your
pricing estimates
it would be more
accurate! (10x
this cost, easily.)”
— Karen’s
comment on my
design brief.
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One concept, which was explored from a cost perspective in
Karen McGrane’s Design Management course*, was to create
a communal space for independent chefs, but open to the
public. Someone who wanted to explore and try out new ideas
or concepts could do so without spending the time courting
investors or trying to scrounge up significant capital. Essentially,
it sounded akin to concepts like WeWork but for the kitchen, or
an established residency for a Smorgasburg-like place.
I’m still bullish on this concept, but as I went through the
early part of the fall semester, this seemed like an expensive
and somewhat unwieldy idea. It felt overwhelming for me to
complete as a thesis project with my existing commitments,
and required a significant investment in establishing industry
contacts, understanding how rent and coworking spaces were
managed, and thinking more about the business opportunities
Finding My Direction

than the interaction possibilities.
Plus, I got feedback that my idea was not, perhaps, what chefs
themselves needed. Kitchens for commercial environments really
need to be able to scale, which would be difficult to pull off while
hoping to make connections with individuals—the market might
not exist to support folks in that kind of space. In a conversation
with a good friend in the industry, Patrick Phelan of Longoven in
Richmond, Virginia, he also pointed out the relationship between
eater and their food is broken not at the chef or restaurant
level, but following the thread all the way back to how a person
interacts with where their food comes from.
I found his perspective fascinating on this. He was advocating
for more of a chance to
understand the farms and
“You need a tolerance for having no idea
farmers that were responsible
where your thing is going, you know?
for getting food to people
Because if you have too much of an idea of
and helping them see the
path from the ground to the
what it is, you may be accidentally making
market and eventually to
the wrong thing.”
the restaurant. Finding ways
to both expose the process
— Merlin Mann, “Obsession Times Voice,” SXSW 2009
and provide openings for
interested individuals to contribute or have conversation was the
goal of the idea.
Ultimately, it seems his vision might be a combinatory marketrestaurant that can provide both fresh ingredients from the farm
as well as modern cuisine that showcases the best of what the
ingredients and chef have to offer. I’ll be lining up to check it out
whenever he opens it, but it was clear to me this was not my path.

I N T H E S PAC E :
C U R R E N T, FO R M E R A N D N E A R B Y
Lifted from a blog post in the fall.
There are a bunch of other people who are doing things
that are near and dear to that idea, but not necessarily the
same.
¶ As mentioned previously, SCRATCHbread was an
impassioned cry for involvement of the community into
the dream of the founder, Matthew Tilden. He decided to
close the shop earlier this month, owing to burnout and
lack of a partner or investor relationship.
¶ As a recent historical example, The Walk-In Cookbook
was a business in Park Slope that tried to perform a local,
Blue Apron-like experience. It closed a couple of years ago,
but I am very curious about what happened with it, and
reached out to the former owner.
The Process of Getting to Step Zero
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¶ Of course, The Brooklyn Kitchen is a great resource for
people in the Williamsburg / Greenpoint neighborhood,
with classes and parties. Is that the most appropriate
model?

S I D E PAT H S A N D D E A D E N D S
Meanwhile, I was still trying to find my way. Thinking perhaps
the food route that I had been curious about wasn’t open, I went
wandering in the direction of community space in the general.
Everything seemed interesting but none of it appropriate
for me to intervene. In one moment, I was looking at privately
owned public spaces (pops), which felt like they were important
places to improve for their communities, but whose stringent
rules would make intervention difficult. In another, I struck up
conversations with people who were concerned about the blight
of soulless buildings with glass facades, and how those seemed
to be waiting for high-priced tenants instead of making spaces
available to the people in the community.
Then, headed back in the direction of food and public space,
I thought about the food cart, and if there was a way to make it
environmentally friendly and more compact to provide real food
to more places more easily.
All interesting, all digressions, but they brought me to a couple
of directions in the fall to help me figure out where I could make
a contribution to the food community.

Experiments in
Kitchen Miniaturization
While my fall semester was a series of twists and turns,
I created two prototypes and play tested them, which
helped reveal a lot about potential futures for my thesis
project and gave direction to my thinking.

To construct the kit, I went to two sources: Chinatown, and
Amazon. The latter was important for one particular tool: the
heating element. To make a truly portable minimal kitchen, it
needed a reasonable way to actually cook. I also wanted selfishly
to experiment with induction cooking—it seems to me to be
the future of cooking, and an easy way for professionals to get a
reliable source of heat anywhere they need.
The trip to Chinatown was also interesting. While I wasn’t
trying to be specifically cheap, I did want to see if I could get the
total cost of the kit down as low as possible. Some parts were
challenging to get very inexpensively—in order to get inductionready cookware, I couldn’t purchase a thin, non-ferrous pan or
pot. Other items weren’t a big deal.
Once I put together the kit, I looked for a relatively simple
recipe that could be used as a litmus test. The recipe I chose

Top: A minimal
setup. Note my
hand-written
recipe, which will
come up later.
Bottom: the kit
before cooking,
and in action.

P R OTOT Y P E 1 : M I N I M A L K I TC H E N EQ U I P M E N T
My big question as I kept going through the fall was what
potential barriers got in the way of people cooking, or what
opportunities could help provide even better benefits. As I
vacillated between the home cook and the professional, my
curiosity moved into what the minimum amount of tools
someone could get away with to have a successful experience.
My thought was to put the vast majority of the pieces in a
single kit, and with that distilled group of tools experiment with
cooking scenarios wherever it made the most sense.
4
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Success! For
the most part,
classmates
figured out the
setup without
trouble.

seemed to work pretty well, and even with testing from
classmates. The questions were not whether or not it was missing
major components—some were missing, but nothing that was a
surprise to me—but rather if this was actually a problem. Crappy
or mediocre tools worked just fine for both me and the testers,
which made me think that finding a minimal kit wasn’t solving
anybody’s problem specifically.

“Images from the experiment - it was delicious.”
— Email from Max to me post-testing

Sketches of the
original tiny
kitchen, imagined
as a potential cart
that should be
brought out into
the public.
Though this
ultimately wasn’t
the approach
I took for this
prototype, I spent
a lot of time
thinking about
the mechanics
of how a
self-sustaining
cart might be
powered in an
eco-friendly
manner.

P R OTOT Y P E 2 : T I N Y K I TC H E N
Once I had completed that first prototype, I tried to figure out
other ways to change or limit the kitchen experience.
The idea was sticking this minimal equipment in a small
space—My ideal prototype was a fully self-functoining cart, with
basic areas for refrigeration, waste disposal, and cooking. It came
from the older idea of the food cart, which meant that while I
was trying to build this out I was researching things like power
inverters and how I might keep myself on the right side of the
parks department.
Ultimately, my worry about bringing it out into the public
led me to keeping it indoors and stationary. I was particularly
worried about things like the prep experience and how someone
might wield a knife in a park, or what might happen to all of this
6
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The parts would
have been
expensive,
and the time
commitment
would have been
intense, but I still
harbor a what-if
sentiment about
this direction.
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equipment in bad weather or with unsavory characters.
Looking for more pragmatic solutions with existing equipment,
the kitchen space was based on a small wire shelving unit
purchased from Ikea, which felt likt it was appropriate enough.
Unfortunately, this combination of factors meant a limited
potential testing group. Without much time to scout other

Above: A challenge posted to potential
testers above the setup with notes,
contact information and a list of tools.
Right: 5.5 cubic feet is nothing to sneeze
at when it comes to cooking, as I found
out by play testing this setup. Photo:
Max Kessler.

But secondarily, it helped break the ice for me to forge ahead
with making more things and being willing to get feedback.
Though I had trouble making the appropriate time for true
testing, I now understood that if I was going to get real results
and make a meaningful improvements, it would have to be
through more concerted effort.

Finished product,
which I learned
to love over the
coming months
by eating again
and again.

locations, I tried using the studio, and lightning couldn’t strike
twice for testing. With the first-year class focused on finals and
my colleagues worried about their own prototypes, it ended up
becoming an experience I play tested myself.
The results were surprising in a certain sense. I made a pretty
successful meal for a group of four in about 5.5 cubic feet, all
told. It was a little more trouble than I would have figured, but it
wasn’t a failure, which would have been my guess.

LESSONS LEARNED
A couple of things come to mind when I look back at these two
physical prototypes. Primarily, it was cool to actually put together
a thing and seeing it functioning in the world. There were
failures, clearly, on the recruitment side of things; by not getting
other people to test my prototypes, multiple times, it didn’t give
me a chance to build off the potential failure or success.
8
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A sketch of mine
trying to outline
where I thought
I should be
exploring thesis
ideas. I knew
“clean” was vital,
but I couldn’t find
a way in. “Prep”
was another
obvious moment
for intervention.

Finding My Project:
Slowly, Revelatory
Discovering both tools and space weren’t a problem, I
went about eliminating the parts of the process I didn’t
want to have any control over, or aspects requiring a
radical rethinking like how cleaning happens in the
kitchen. (Though that’s still important!)
What I came down to was something I had still left in a mostly
unchanged state, the recipe itself.

A Personal History with
Subscription Recipe Services
From the spring of first year through the summer and into
the fall, I started to explore cooking a little bit more at a
time, when I signed up for my first delivery by Blue Apron.
10

It felt like it might finally put me on a path to cooking regularly—
having fresh food delivered to my door, with recipes included,
helped take a lot of the decision-making and grocery shopping
stress from me.
And though I felt completely overwhelmed in making the first
dishes, I was still excited. I still remember the chicken verjus I
made, weirdly in the morning as I was so afraid about my food
going bad, and how incredible I thought it
tasted and how surprised at myself that I didn’t
completely ruin the dish.
Later that spring, I decided to make a more
serious investment in my tools. I figured with
enough practice on certain tasks, there had
to be a better way than whatever I was doing.
With some trepidation I decided it was worth
putting real money behind making things in the
kitchen, and in particular decided that a proper
colander, a couple of cutting boards, and a nice
set of nesting bowls would make things a lot
easier for me (along with some other odds and
ends, like a Microplane).
Though I can’t say my repertoire expanded over the summer, I
did (and do) continue to get the occasional Blue Apron box, and
in late fall as I began trying to understand the recipe delivery
space a little better, signed up for HelloFresh to try them out.
The combination of trying out recipe delivery services gave me
a shot in the arm when it came to confidence in the kitchen, and
also gave me the desire to get better objects with which to make
food. I’d long kept in the back of my mind Jason Kottke’s 2008
blog post, “Upgrade Yourself,” and considered it a personal goal
to make the same kind of achievement.

Oh, chicken
verjus. You were
so delicious.

THE COST PROBLEM WITH
B LU E A P R O N A N D T H E I R I L K
An oft-repeated subject of comparison was recipe subscription
services—home delivery of fresh ingredients, partnered with
printed recipe cards, can make meal planning easier and provide
healthful meals without worry.
As it turns out, I’m a big fan of meal subscription services. In
addiitno to Blue Apron, I had also given a shot to HelloFresh,
a similar entrant in the market. Testing later in the year also
opened my eyes to The Purple Carrot, Mark Bittman’s vegan meal
subscription service.
Ultimately, what I discovered when I took a deeper look at
these subscription services is that they’re kind of a luxury. At
$59.99 per box of three meals, Blue Apron costs about $9.99
per meal, per person. Compare that with the expected cost of
groceries for a couple for a week*, and those three are about half
The Process of Getting to Step Zero

According to the
USDA’s Cost of
Food website.
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the cost of an entire week of groceries: 21 meals and 14 snacks.
The USDA rates the expected cost of an entire week’s groceries
at $114.30, which is meant to be three meals a day plus two
snacks each day. This number reflects a low-cost plan, which felt
befitting the audience I’m interested in, younger people who may
not have a lot of discretionary income. That same grocery cost for
March 2016 is $142.30 at a moderate-cost plan.
The pricing discrepancy was actually shocking to me—as
someone who obviously eats out more than I should, particularly
living in New York City and having a demanding job in addition
to thesis, I knew my food costs were out of whack. But I didn’t
know how much more I was spending compared to a balanced
meal plan.
Though this chart
doesn’t show the
last year’s spending,
dining out continues
to outpace grocery
spending.
Credit: Bloomberg

LU X U R Y A N D F R U G A L I T Y
That’s not to dispute the benefits of the meal subscription service,
but if Blue Apron is the least expensive of the services, it doesn’t
particularly line up with how consumers are thinking about food
these days.
American are now spending more dining out than they do on
groceries, and accordingly they’re spending on dining out in the
service of social experiences. A recipe delivery service like Blue
Apron fails to fit into that—sure, it’s a nice meal for a couple,
but even as fancy as some of those dishes are, the experience
doesn’t compare with being able to dine out, even if the costs are
structured similarly.
And while these services are doing a good job of teaching some
of the tools and methods, it’ll ultimately be up to the home chefs
themselves to get excited enough about making things that aren’t
expensively delivered to their doorstep, parceled out and just so.

OT H E R D I N I N G S E R V I C E S
Also not in dispute is the benefits of other tools that teach skills
more descriptively. Specialty services like CookSmarts or Panna
are very interesting ways to look at how to build skills, and even
traditional recipe places like The New York Times’s Cooking app
12
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are experimenting with how to deliver guides for people.
These are great, and in the case of Cooking it is actually free,
but expecting a solid revenue source from this specialty content is
a big gamble.
In my interviews with people who have tested my concepts,
some of them are looking for reliable recipe services and bank on
names like Food52 or Bon Appetit as a means of ensuring quality.
But just as equally have been people who search at random on
the Internet, or go to social services like Pinterest to find goodlooking recipes to make. The interest is not in finding the best
recipe, just the one they can probably cook.
Even video-based services, or ones that bank on large numbers
of page views through social, aren’t even necessarily getting
people to cook more often. As New York Magazine’s Dayna Evans
said about Tasty, the BuzzFeed cooking vertical that posts plenty
of video to Facebook:

There was
definitely a point
last spring where
I had Blue Apron
meals backing up
on me.

In fact, I’ve never made any of the dishes on Tasty’s site,
and I probably never will. To me, that’s not the point.
For folks who see these videos online, they aren’t truly a call to
cook so much as inspiration and aspiration for a beautiful-looking
process.
Cooking rarely looks like that, as I saw in later testing. It means
most of these services continue to build and keep a gap between
reality and the made-up version of cooking they present to the
world.

The Process of Getting to Step Zero
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Reintroducing Myself to Recipes
When I was working on recipes in the fall for my initial
demos, I had intended for the most part to use them as-is.
But in the case of the first prototype, the minimal kitchen
setup, I actually did rewrite the recipe as a convenience
to potential testers. But looking back at it, I also did
something surprising—I broke it down differently than
the original.

A little Step Zero,
right there in the
top corner.

One of the key things I did for myself was break out the prep
of the ingredients. In most traditional recipes, they’re written
with only a set of ingredients and a set of cooking instructions.
And for those ingredients, prep is usually buried as a part of the
ingredient itself.
It was an action I did unconsciously, but I did it with the
knowledge that it would make it easier for me to get started
and not have to worry about it. And more to the point, the kit I
created in the first prototype also had a set of prep bowls.
In reviewing the tests, and realizing what I had to edit (the
very kit I was originally drawn to making), I had an opportunity
to do something more meaningful that could prove an actual
benefit to home cooks, rather than a good-looking set of tools.

OT H E R H O M E - G R O W N R E S E A R C H :
CO O K I N G W I T H FA M I LY
Another aspect of the fall that provided a major amount of
14
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insight piggybacking on the prototypes was a family visit over
Thanksgiving for the holidays.
Ordinarily, I’d have very little to do with cooking over the
holiday—show up and eat is generally how Thanksgiving works
for most people in my family, with my aunt doing the bulk of the
work. This also has to do with my own travel schedule, but I’ve
tried to pitch in where I can when I’m there.
But this past fall—fueled by a forgotten, last-minute delivery
of Blue Apron and my burgeoning interest in how people cook
at home—I brought a few dishes around to kitchens I may be

One of the
delicious meals
I made over
Thanksgiving
weekend.

familiar with, but had not spent much time making meals like
their service delivers.
Some of the results were not outright disasters, but significant
challenges from the carefully ordered space of my home or the
graduate studio—looking for proper tools, space to prep or cook,
and trying to get everything timed right was a major effort.
The lack of certain quality tools by my relatives—in particular
cutting boards and knives—made me consider the possibility that
a cooking kit was still necessary. But I was successful, ultimately,
even when I was unfamiliar with the terrain.
The Process of Getting to Step Zero
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Building and Testing
Can’t say I
thought I’d ever
be making my
grandmother a
dish with Ras el
Hanout in it, but
she enjoyed it.

It may have been more successful from a testing perspective
to get family members to test out these recipes, but my goal
wasn’t quite yet to understand how a person comfortable in their
own environment dealt with an unfamiliar recipe, just how an
unfamiliar cook adapts to various kitchen settings.

G E T T I N G O F F T H E B LU E A P R O N T R A I N
After that lesson, my feeling was while Blue Apron and these
other recipe delivery services had been of great inspiration to
me, they had their own problems. I could name plenty of times I
was surprised by the order of a recipe, or have to read through it
carefully to ensure I didn’t accidentally miss an important part.
The goal had to be focused not on inventing a new delivery
service or competition for any existing products I saw on the
market; it had to be, as Anh Dang, my colleague at The Times,
would say, meeting people where they are, wherever that might be.
At The Times, that means being as likely to find someone who’s
coming to a story from the home page as coming from social
media. Here, for thesis, it meant two things: get into people’s
kitchens and find out for real where they’re getting their recipes
from.

16

While I was becoming more certain about the kind of
product I wanted to make, figuring out how to do so—
or at least how to build an example that showed the
necessary interactions—was far less certain.

A Decision-Making Inflection

Top: A recipe I
tried building
out, courtesy
FamilyCook
Productions,
was based on
teaching tools I
saw elsewhere.

After that fall and needing to find people where they are
to understand their needs, I still didn’t feel that much
closer to an actual product.
One quick, rough idea was making a set of teaching tools to
add to the kit. Unfortunately, it tried to do such simplistic things,
it had no place in the market.
From a post in early spring:
“[I]t’s still pretty hazy what
my next prototype might
look like … My alternate
approach involves a sort
of flash card-style set of
techniques, which is focused
on the prep aspect of home
chef experience—but I’m
still curious if that’s where
the moment of intervention
is actually needed.”
The Process of Getting to Step Zero
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The answer to a question of needing that intervention was
pretty much “no.” Other means of skills acquisition like cooking
classes or even online videos do a pretty effective job, even if they
are more expensive and cater to a smaller crowd. I wasn’t even
really planning on playing in that space.

GETTING THE IDEAS OUT
As a last-ditch effort, I took a high-level concept idea and tried
to crystallize it into something more realistic—a way of turning
these thoughts into actions.
Idea & Criteria Matrix
Ideas
Flash cards

Minimal Equipment
Kit

Custom cooking
space

Skill-building
subscription

Dinner party

Cooking wizard

Kit + Recipe Idea

User Criteria
Understand the
cooking process

Caribbean Salad

EQUIPM

EQUIPMENT YOU NEED

Can ope

MAKES 10 TASTING PORTIONS

This Latin American dish is quick
and easy for cooks of all ages to
put together!

Colande

Large m
Can opener

Colander

Large mixing
bowl

Chef’s knife

1
1
1
2
1
1
1
4

can (14 oz.) black beans
can (14 oz.) corn
medium red onion
plum tomatoes
red bell pepper
ripe mango
bunch cilantro
limes
pineapple juice (3 oz.)
Kosher salt (to taste)

Kitchen

Mixing s
Serving
Cutting board

Kitchen sink

Mixing spoons

Serving dish

NICE TO

NICE TO HAVE

Kitchen

Citrus ju

Measurin
Kitchen shears

Citrus juicer

Measuring cups

STEP 1

STEP 2

Carefully open the cans (adults discard the
lids as they are very sharp). Strain the beans
and corn in a colander and rinse well. Place
them in a large mixing bowl.

Dice the onion, tomatoes, red pepper and
mango. Transfer diced ingredients to the
mixing bowl.

STEP 3

STEP 4

Next have kids clean and dry the herbs,
pluck oﬀ the cilantro leaves from their
stems, tear them up. And add them to the
mixing bowl. Now squeeze the limes into a
measuring cup or right into the bowl. Make
sure to get every bit of juice squeezed out -or use more likes!

When the diced ingredients have been
added along with the lime juice and cilantro,
add the pineapple juice to taste, with kids
mixing well with wooden spoons. Add salt to
taste, seasoning with more salt and drops of
pineapple juice as necessary. Serve as dip.

Feel more
conﬁdent
Have useful
tools
Encouraged to
revisit
Cooking for 1–5
people

Personal Criteria
Build a physical
thing
Ecological
friendliness

This matrix of ideas was a big help in that direction. Though I
made the mistake of trying to pick the idea that checked the most
boxes rather than the most interesting set of boxes, I moved in a
direction that honestly reflected what I could do and test within a
shrinking window of time. From a blog post at the time:
For a Proof of Concept, my plan is to take a few recipes and
convert them from their typical format to this new format,
and test them with regular folks to see how they do, and
provide my kit as an optional component.

Creating a Print Prototype
The first version of my prototype was built as a print
layout, based on some realistic decisions relating to how I
could bring a prototype to people. Rather than building a
digital product up front, I could bring in a printout while
asking questions separately about where they find recipes.
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Chef’s kn

Cutting b

INGREDIENTS

Over a holiday weekend in February, sitting aside my girlfriend
as she convalesced due to pneumonia, I worked to bring a
redesigned recipe into the world.
I tried to base this prototype off a recipe that was created
for kids, part of a group called FamilyCook Productions, for
a Caribbean salad. I thought at the time getting the student
perspective was very interesting, and from some earlier
references sent my way, they were providing interesting and
informative material
that could be worth my while.
Target Market
Value Proposition
Position
My tool of Competitive
choice
was
Adobe Comp CC, which I was trying out
For: deﬁne speciﬁc market
My offering
is: category
as a wireframe
/
sketching
tool, but also adhered to an unspoken
Unlike: competing category/offerings
Whowhich
Need: compelling
need to do as much of my thesis work on
experiment in
I tried
Including: components
[MY IDEA NAME]: competitive differentiators
iPad as reasonable.
(This
But: capture pain
points experiment, in hindsight, was not my
That: features
most pragmatic
choice, but I am glad for how it opened my eyes
to new models for doing interaction design.)
overallpassable,
beneﬁt
The resultsWhich:
were
but brought up flaws in choice of
source material: The recipe I chose didn’t involve any cooking.
It was pretty much all prep, which worked great for kids who
are just beginning to learn the kitchen, but it left me unable
to understand how cooking instructions might work in real
kitchens, and wasn’t really testable.
Fortunately, the recipe template was established, and with
prodding from my advisor I was told to test what I have. Against
her advice, when recruiting candidates I generally asked for
recipes or cuisine they would be interested in. In my mind,
there were two reasons for this: first, to help ease them into this
change in format; secondly, I wanted to make sure I didn’t just
end up with recipes that I wanted to change, I wanted recipes
that people were interested in cooking. I ended up with three test
subjects and received recipes from two of them.
The Process of Getting to Step Zero

Above: Original
sketch and Adobe
Comp layout for
the Caribbean
Salad recipe.
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From there, I moved over to the computer and a more
comfortable layout environment in InDesign to actually complete
the recipes. The challenge in the recipes was in an attempt to
balance the ideal converted recipe with what I believed a smart
algorithm could accomplish. I erred on the side of a design and
content that was closer to ideal than simply what I specifically
knew a computer could accomplish, assuming that there would
be better smarts if I had some technical advising on the potential
for a recipe processor.
Above: A test
subject with the
recipe.

Chicken with
Tomatoes and
Mushrooms

EQUIPMENT YOU NEED
PREP TOOLS

SERVES 4 • 20 MIN PREP • 50 MIN TOTAL

Can opener
Also known as chicken cacciatore,
this rustic stew cooks in a rich
tomato mushroom sauce.
COOKING TOOLS

Prep bowls

Measuring
spoons

Stovetop

Mixing spoon
(or spatula)

INGREDIENTS
4 boneless, skinless chicken
breast halves (about 11/2 lbs)
1 container (1 lb) mushrooms
2 garlic cloves
1 can (14.5 oz) stewed tomatoes
olive oil (1 Tbsp)
SERVES
6 oregano (1/4 tsp)
dried
coarse salt
INGREDIENTS
ground pepper

Vegan
Shepherds Pie

Below: The
evolution of one
of one recipe for
testing.

Cutting board &
chef’s knife

EQUIPMENT YOU
NEED
Tongs

Large saucepan
(5 qt, with lid)

PREP TOOLS

Plate

Can opener
Cutting board &
Prep bowls
5 sweet potatoes
chef’s knife
flaxseed oil
• Trim and quarter
• Season the chicken with
garlic
2• Mince
sticks the
celery
should be as small as possible,
the mushrooms
salt and pepper
2 Garlic
red onions
very fine pieces (about 1/8 in).
Remove the stems and cut mushImmediately place the cutting board
2 incloves
garlic
rooms into four equal-sized pieces.
in the sink and wash your hands after
6 sprigs of rosemary
using to prevent contamination from
coriander seeds (1 Tbsp)
raw meat.
• Ready your ingredients
~1 inch (scaled)
Measuring
cups
Mortar
and
Use prep bowls to keep ingredients
4 sun-dried tomatoes
pestle*
organized for cooking.
chestnut mushrooms (1 lb)
vegetable stock (1/2 cup)
STEP 1
STEP 2COOKING TOOLS
STEP 3
red cooking wine
Heat
oil
in
the
saucepan
over
Add
mushrooms;
cover,
and
Return chicken and any accu1 can (14 oz) lentils (in water)
medium-high
heat;
swirl to
cook until softened, about 5
mulated juices to pan; cover,
1 can (14 oz)
flageolet
beans (or
coat chickpeas/butter/cannellini)
bottom of pan.
minutes.
and cook until chicken is
opaque throughout, 4 to 6
breadcrumbs
(handful)
Cook chicken, turning with
Add garlic,
tomatoes,
and
Medium
roasting
Oven
Large pan
minutes.
saltit easily releases
tongssea
when
oregano.
tray
ground
black
pepper
from the pan, until golden,
Reduce heat to medium-low; Turn chicken to coat with
4 to 6 minutes.
cook, covered, until tomatoes sauce, and serve.
STEP ZERO

INITIAL FEEDBACK
The first round of testing was fascinating, if only simply for being
able to get access to the home kitchens of people who were not
my significant other or family. I remember being historically
worried about asking for people’s time and getting inside their
personal space, but it was clear in this first round that hesitation
was an impedance to me being a better designer.
Chicken with
Tomatoes and
Mushrooms
SERVES 4 • 20 MIN PREP • 50 MIN TOTAL

Chicken with
Tomatoes and
Mushrooms

EQUIPMENT YOU NEED

Can opener

Prep bowls

Cutting board

Chef’s knife

Large (5 qt)
saucepan (with
lid)

Tongs

Stovetop

Mixing spoon
(or spatula)

Also known as chicken cacciatore, this rustic stew cooks in a
rich tomato mushroom sauce.
INGREDIENTS
4 boneless, skinless chicken
breast halves (about 11/2 lbs)
1 container (1 lb) mushrooms
2 garlic cloves
1 can (14.5 oz) stewed tomatoes
olive oil (1 Tbsp)
dried oregano (1/4 tsp)
coarse salt
ground pepper

Plate

Measuring
spoons

Garlic should be as small as
possible, in very fine pieces.

PREP TOOLS

SERVES 4 • 20 MIN PREP • 50 MIN TOTAL

Cutting board &
chef’s knife

Prep bowls

Measuring
spoons

INGREDIENTS
4 boneless, skinless chicken
breast halves (about 11/2 lbs)
1 container (1 lb) mushrooms
2 garlic cloves
1 can (14.5 oz) stewed tomatoes
olive oil (1 Tbsp)
dried oregano (1/4 tsp)
coarse salt
ground pepper

• Trim and quarter
the mushrooms
Remove the stems and cut into
four equal-sized pieces.

1 inch comparison

• Prepare the chicken

Immediately place the cutting
board in the sink after using to
prevent accidental contamination of raw meat.

STEP 2

STEP 3

Season chicken with salt and
pepper.
Heat oil in the saucepan over
medium-high heat; swirl to
coat bottom of pan.
Cook chicken, turning when it
easily releases from the pan,
until golden, 4 to 6 minutes.
Transfer to plate.

Add mushrooms; cover, and
cook until softened, about 5
minutes.
Add garlic, tomatoes, and
oregano.
Reduce heat to medium-low;
cook, covered, until tomatoes
have broken down, 10 to 15
minutes.

Return chicken and any accuulated juices to pan; cover, and
cook until chicken is opaque
throughout, 4 to 6 minutes.
Turn chicken to coat with
sauce, and serve.

SOURCES: RECIPE - MARTHA STEWART; ICONS: THE NOUN PROJECT (ANNA BANASZAK, OLIVIER
GUIN, HINO NAOYA, MYLY, YORLMAR CAMPOS, JACYLNE OOI, YAZMIN ALANIS)
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PREP TOOLS

Can opener
Also known as chicken cacciatore,
this rustic stew cooks in a rich
tomato mushroom sauce.
COOKING TOOLS

Cutting board &
chef’s knife

Prep bowls

Measuring
spoons

Tongs

Stovetop

Mixing spoon
(or spatula)

Large saucepan
(5 qt, with lid)

Tongs

Stovetop

Mixing spoon
(or spatula)

Plate

4 boneless, skinless chicken
breast halves (about 11/2 lbs)
1 container (1 lb) mushrooms
2 garlic cloves
1 can (14.5 oz) stewed tomatoes
olive oil (1 Tbsp)
dried oregano (1/4 tsp)
coarse salt
ground pepper

Large saucepan
(5 qt, with lid)

Plate

STEP ZERO

• Mince the garlic
Garlic should be as small as possible,
in very fine pieces (about 1/8 in).
~1 inch (scaled)

• Trim and quarter
the mushrooms
Remove the stems and cut mushrooms into four equal-sized pieces.

• Ready your ingredients

• Season the chicken with
salt and pepper
Immediately place the cutting board
in the sink and wash your hands after
using to prevent contamination from
raw meat.

• Mince the garlic
Garlic should be as small as possible,
in very fine pieces (about 1/8 in).

~1 inch (scaled)

• Trim and quarter
the mushrooms
Remove the stems and cut mushrooms into four equal-sized pieces.

• Ready your ingredients

• Season the chicken with
salt and pepper
Immediately place the cutting board
in the sink and wash your hands after
using to prevent contamination from
raw meat.

Use prep bowls to keep ingredients
organized for cooking.

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

Heat oil in the saucepan over
medium-high heat; swirl to
coat bottom of pan.

Add mushrooms; cover, and
cook until softened, about 5
minutes.

Heat oil in the saucepan over
medium-high heat; swirl to
coat bottom of pan.

Add mushrooms; cover, and
cook until softened, about 5
minutes.

Cook chicken, turning with
tongs when it easily releases
from the pan, until golden,
4 to 6 minutes.

Add garlic, tomatoes, and
oregano.

Return chicken and any accumulated juices to pan; cover,
and cook until chicken is
opaque throughout, 4 to 6
minutes.

Cook chicken, turning with
tongs when it easily releases
from the pan, until golden,
4 to 6 minutes.

Add garlic, tomatoes, and
oregano.

Return chicken and any accumulated juices to pan; cover,
and cook until chicken is
opaque throughout, 4 to 6
minutes.

Transfer chicken to plate.

Reduce heat to medium-low;
cook, covered, until tomatoes
have broken down, 10 to 15
minutes.

SOURCES: RECIPE - MARTHA STEWART; ICONS: THE NOUN PROJECT (ANNA BANASZAK, OLIVIER
GUIN, HINO NAOYA, MYLY, YORLMAR CAMPOS, JACYLNE OOI, YAZMIN ALANIS, ALEX TAI)
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Transfer chicken to plate.

have broken down, 10 to 15
minutes.
Baking dish
Spatula (or
SOURCES: RECIPE - MARTHA STEWART; ICONS: THE NOUN PROJECT (ANNA BANASZAK, OLIVIER
GUIN, HINO NAOYA, MYLY, YORLMAR CAMPOS, JACYLNE OOI, YAZMIN ALANIS, ALEX
TAI)
mixing
spoon)

Potato masher*

STEP ZERO

INGREDIENTS

Use prep bowls to keep ingredients
organized for cooking.

STEP 1

EQUIPMENT YOU NEED

Stove

SERVES 4 • 20 MIN PREP • 50 MIN TOTAL

Can opener
Also known as chicken cacciatore,
this rustic stew cooks in a rich
tomato mushroom sauce.
COOKING TOOLS

STEP ZERO

STEP ZERO

• Mince the garlic

Chicken with
Tomatoes and
Mushrooms

EQUIPMENT YOU NEED

Measu
spoo

Turn chicken to coat with
sauce, and serve.

Transfer chicken to plate.

Reduce heat to medium-low;
cook, covered, until tomatoes
have broken down, 10 to 15
minutes.

Turn chicken to coat with
sauce, and serve.

• Trim and roughly chop
celery
Celery should be in larger, uneven
pieces (about 1/4 to 1/2 in).

~1 inch (scaled)

Above: The
recipe, ready for
testing.
Roughly chop mushr

• Peel and finely slice garlic

•

• Finely chop rosemary

Detail from a
• Left:
Crush
coriander seed

Reserve 4 sprigs for cooking.
~1 inch (scaled)

vegan shepherds
Usetested
a mortar
pie
in and
the pestle or sp
grinder
if you have one, othe
first
round.

can use the flat part of your k
flat-bottomed bowl.

• Pre-heat oven to 350

SOURCES: RECIPE - MARTHA STEWART; ICONS: THE NOUN PROJECT (ANNA BANASZAK, OLIVIER
GUIN, HINO NAOYA, MYLY, YORLMAR CAMPOS, JACYLNE OOI, YAZMIN ALANIS, ALEX TAI)

• Peel and finely slice
the red onions

• Combine two sprigs roseThe Process
of Getting to Step Zero
mary
with breadcrumbs
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was a hunch I had, but watching people only go as far as they
needed to complete the very next step was incredible, and
shaped how I thought about future iteration of the prototype.
• I was already getting an understanding of differences in
cooking style. For Erin, one of my testers, her fiancé read
through my instructions, and they expressed two very
different feelings about how they felt about the printout. As a
comparison, she had been using The Purple Carrot a lot more
recently, whose recipe style is a lot more fluid and less rigidly
structured than mine.

Above: Testing a
more complex
recipe, a vegan
shepherds pie,
which required
a bunch of
chopping.
Below right:
She showed off
recipes from The
Purple Carrot.

The three people who tested were generally open and helpful
with their feedback of the prototype and discussion about their
cooking process. In the initial round, I didn’t ask specifically
about whether or not this prototype, as a printed page, was
appropriate for how they traditionally cooked from a recipe, but
focused more on their cooking history and whether this version
was easy enough to follow.
There were some rough
edges on the print prototype.
By not keeping tools with
their part of the process, I
made for a lot of back and
forth in a more involved recipe
that spanned more than one
page—a vegan shepherds
pie that was a real pain to
translate. That outlier also
underscored the benefit of the
single-page design I had for
my other testers, who even
commented on the helpfulness
of everything being available
to see without flipping things
over.

“I would use this. Please make this.” — Emily, a
first-round tester
FIRST ROUND TESTING MISCELL ANY
A few interesting things came up from that first round, which
were worth noting:
• Reading all the way through a recipe just doesn’t happen. It
22
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• Even still, it was still a little difficult to make even comparisons
between the different test subjects. Since they made three
different dishes with their own levels of skill and previous
knowledge (only one had not seen the recipe at all before
testing) I was going to need to do more research.

Above: The
infamous vegan
shepherds pie,
cooked.

Moving to Digital
After my first round of testing for Step Zero, it was without
question that I would have to create a digital version of the recipe
translation. Not only because of the human cost involved in
turning recipes into printed material, but also because it didn’t
follow where people were finding or using recipes.
The Process of Getting to Step Zero
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When talking to testers in the first round, a couple of things
I found out were the types of places they went to—above and
beyond a sort of top-trafficked list from Alexa or the like—and
whether they had an preferences.
Some of the common names I expected, like Bon Appetit or
Cooking from The New York Times, but often enough I just heard
“search” or “Pinterest” with little qualification.
To help speed along testing, and not get caught up in too many
implementation details, I decided to limit myself to a single
recipe. Though it failed to give me good representation of a range
of different skills a cook was expected to be confused by, it was a
reliable indicator of how much success a cook had, where there
were potential missteps, and what their tendencies were as a
result.
Plus, it was tasty enough, and I hoped I could go through a few
rounds before it got tiring to me.

BUILDING STEP ZERO
The actual building of the frontend took a couple of different
rounds. Initially, I decided to take the shortest possible route and
build on technology I knew best, a simple web page with some
styles and basic interactions through JavaScript.
I had tried to build some wireframes and basic interaction
designs in Adobe Experience Design, but between not getting the
typography I wanted and learning a brand-new tool (literally, it
had launched as I was attempting web wireframes in InDesign), it
felt like a bad decision to roll with that.
Controlling typography feels much more natural for me either
in InDesign or using css, so that’s what I did—first trying to

build it in InDesign, then after realizing how long it might take to
accomplish a wireframe, moving directly into markup and stling.
Some of the pieces that then ended up becoming a hallmark
of the design at all viewports cropped up during this buildout.
There was an early idea of a more visual top to the page that was
scrapped in the first version of the code prototype.
Also abandoned early in the code prototype was the algorithm.
It’s vital to showing the actual brains behind the Step Zero
service, but it’s the kind of effort that can be explained and
presented in a smoke-and-mirrors manner. In later discussions
with a technical adviser, he rightly asked how important it would
be to build the whole thing up front, with the service and all.
It goes back to a presentation I had watched from Apple’s
wwdc, where their method of building prototypes is summed up
thusly: Make fake apps, show people, learn from their feedback.
STEP
ZERO
INGREDIENTS
4 boneless, skinless
chicken breast halves
(about 11/2 lbs)
1 container (1 lb)
mushrooms
2 garlic cloves

Chicken with Tomatoes and Mushrooms ▲
▼
STEP ZERO

PREP DIRECTIONS

Garlic should be as small as possible, in very fine

Measuring spoons

SOURCE: MARTHASTEWART.COM
Remove the stems and cut mushrooms into four equal-sized pieces.

olive oil (1 Tbsp)
coarse salt

about 1 inch (scaled)

pieces
(about 1/8
Also
known
asin).chicken cacciatore, this rustic stew cooks
in a rich tomato mushroom sauce. Serve over rice or with
a thick slice of crusty bread.

• Trim and quarter the mushrooms

1 can (14.5 oz) stewed
tomatoes
dried oregano (1/4 tsp)

20 MIN PREP
50 MIN TOTAL

SERVES 4

Chicken with Tomatoes
•and
Mince the
garlic
Mushrooms

PREP TOOLS YOU’LL NEED

Prep bowls

Below, left
and right: The
wireframe of the
design to be built
in code. You can
see an early idea
of the visual top.

• Season the chicken with salt and pepper
Can opener

Cutting board &
chef’s knife

Immediately place the cutting board in the sink and wash your hands after to
prevent contamination from raw meat.

ground pepper
COOKING STEPS
COOKING TOOLS YOU’LL NEED

COOKING DIRECTIONS

STEP ONE

• Heat oil in the saucepan over medium-high heat; swirl
to coat bottom of pan.
Cooktop

Saucepan
(with lid)

• Cook chicken, turning (with tongs) when it easily releases from the pan, until golden, 4 to 6 minutes.
• Transfer chicken to plate.

STEP TWO
Tongs

A sampling of the sketches that were built in
Adobe XD, quickly, before moving over to a
markup version to build instead. The early designs
also focused on a large-screen display, which ran
counter to how users said they used technology, if
they did at all, in the kitchen.

Plate

• Add mushrooms; cover, and cook until softened, about
5 minutes.
• Add garlic, tomatoes, and oregano.
• Reduce heat to medium-low; cook, covered, until tomatoes have broken down, 10 to 15 minutes.

STEP THREE

Return chicken and any accumulated juices to pan; cover,
and cook until chicken is opaque throughout, 4 to 6 minutes.
Turn chicken to coat with sauce, and serve.
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Their suggestion when
building is to ask these three
questions:
1. What needs to be more real?
2. What can we fake?
3. Where will they use it?
And in this sense, you fake
as much as you need to so that
only the core of the experience
is real. For me, that meant
that I could be the algorithm
as long as someone had a real
recipe at the end of the line
that could be tested.
So after avoiding the
trouble that could have been
building an entire app in a
software stack that I was
generally unfamiliar with, I
ended up with a prototype
that worked all right and was right in my wheelhouse.

S ECO N D R O U N D T E S T I N G
R E S U LT S
This round of user testing actually got me pretty
emotional, because I felt like it was starting to
resonate in the way I had hoped. I found new
folks to test, and by sticking to the same general
script and recipe it made it easier to generate
comparisons between different test subjects.
For one user, Kristin, she described perfectly
the challenge between cooking being a thing
she loves the experience of being around, but
does not necessarily enjoy doing.
A couple of favorite moments of mine from
chatting with her and the experience with the
prototype:
• As she was thinking about how she typically
cooks, she remembered a piece of information
she did not show to me in our earlier
discussion—a huge binder full of recipes she has methodically
taken. She described her own attempts at a system to make
them look the same, and how she struggled there.
• Her significant other joined the conversation later on, and
gave his own impressions of the differences between the old
and new versions.
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“The original is completely unreadable.
I would never cook that recipe. This one makes
sense.” —Roger
The speed with which Roger just seemed to understand and
bought into how the concept worked floored me. In previous
tests, and even with Kristin, there was definitely a recognition of
what this can do, and even an insight into potential futures of the
technology, features that I had not even described but she saw as
valuable in real-life use.
He, however, described not only the features but the ambition
behind it. Coming from an academic background, but having an
ear to product management, he noted some of the more subtle
features, like emphasis of action words. This makes you think
about the words, he said, which makes you feel the act of doing it.
Hearing that from him made me feel like I was finally hitting
on a problem that matters, with a solution to match.

Opposite page:
Kristin’s binder
of recipes and
Roger’s reaction
to the digital
prototype.
Above: Kristin
in her element,
sorta.

GRAPHIC DESIGN CRITIQUE
Between user testing sessions in the second round, I also had a
round of feedback on the graphic design. With help from friend
and product designer Matt Quintanilla, he went into the finer
details and made suggestions for improving it.
At this early stage, it still felt like a wireframe with no real
The Process of Getting to Step Zero
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color, but he saw some particular improvements possible. The
visual hierarchy at the top of the page needed love, along with
several other suggestions:
• Finding a new typeface. I was using what’s essentially a
default typeface in Adobe Comp, their Source Sans family,
to create both the print version as well as my first prototype.
Matt suggested something more geometric.
• Adding some more interaction touches. Though there
was some feedback about how to track progress, one thing
that Matt (and later on, a couple other folks who critiqued)
mentioned was the possibility of adding the ability to “check
off” particular ingredients or even steps.

subject, James; in addition, I had a volunteer who expressed a lot
of home cooking practice, Clarissa.
There were pretty typical behaviors and responses from my
male test subject: He said he didn’t cook much at home (about
once a week these days) because he was lazy, even though he
used to cook five or six times a week previously. He also described
a somewhat epic failure of his own during Easter, where he tried
a few different recipes that were either terrible or incredibly
difficult.
In one sense, though, he also articulated the same kinds of
discovery mechanisms other testers described: mostly using
search, trying to figure out if he could make the dish he found
through Google.

• Improved icons. Though the icons were perfectly workable,
they maybe were not the best versions of what were needed
for the page.
Finally, he said that as someone who does not regularly cook
at home, “If more recipes were written like this, I would probably
cook more.” Score one there.

James working
on Step Zero.

Evolution of
the recipe’s
design from v1
to v2. I began
incorporating
a consistent
type family and
started looking at
adding color to
the frame.

FINAL TESTS & CRITIQUE
As I took Matt’s critique, along with the lessons and heartening
feedback I got from my testing with Kristin, I put in more
refinement for a final version to test with folks in their kitchen.
This time, subjects were a little outside the frame of people I had
previously tested with—finally, I managed to corral a male test
28
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My other tester, Clarissa, seemed unlike any I had tried Step
Zero on before. She had an obvious command of the kitchen,
owing to her self describing as someone who cooks almost every
night and doesn’t like to eat out. She also described a disinterest
in recipes that had many ingredients, and her staples tended to
be pretty simple—stir fry, casseroles, pasta and the like.
The Process of Getting to Step Zero
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She also talked about the way in which she found and saved
recipes—mostly through Google, saved to Pinterest, and
referenced as little as possible to get a basic understanding.
“It’s like Cooking for Dummies” —Clarissa
At one point in testing, as she was following the prep process,
she had some self-awareness about how testing was affecting
her typical actions in the kitchen. Immediately, she turned for
the stove, and began to pre-heat a pan to begin the first step,
abandoning prep momentarily. I found it fascinating to see how
she decided to take command of the situation, but also that she
was dismissive of the method in which Step Zero was envisioned.

It gave a sense of possibility for where Step Zero could go in
a long view, and how power users different from Clarissa might
enjoy this service.

User Personas
With all of this testing, I got some great understanding
about how folks use recipes and what their setups were
like in the real world. These interviews and tests not only
provided great learnings, but also helped me develop
personas that helped me better target my ideal user.
A particularly interesting dichotomy that came up was the way
in which different people prepared for and dealt with the task of
cooking. I’ve termed these two groups of folks bakers and chefs,
which is simplistic but I think describes them well.

THE BAKER & THE CHEF

Left: Clarissa, shortly after realizing she
would not ordinarily do prep before
starting the cooking process. Above: Her
hastily abandoned prep station.

Clarissa is probably not one of my target users, but it was
worth getting a fresh, different perspective on the needs of cooks
that were experienced and opinionated.
One last critique with a different type of user entirely brought
another potential flag to be aware of: meal planning. Erin (a
different woman than my test subject), talked about her extensive
use of Paprika, whose iOS app includes a browser to help clip
recipes to bring in to its platform. Her search usually relied on
places that had easily accessible nutritional information as well,
to help her make better decisions about what to eat.
She also talked about the confusing recipe setup of Blue Apron,
whose dense paragraphs of instructions were not as easy to
manage for her and took longer than she preferred in the kitchen.
She enjoyed the setup of prep, though on first glance wasn’t
used to the setup compared with traditional recipes. As she
described it, when she’s in front of something—say, a cutting
board—she would like to do as many of the activities that use
that as once.
I thought about this in contrast with Clarissa; whereas Erin
used those down moments in cooking to get ahead of cleaning,
Clarissa saw cleaning as its own step entirely, and wanted to be as
efficient with the actual cooking part as possible.
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• For the baker, cooking lacks the precision that makes
one feel assured. One tester described that when she saw
measurements that were in ounces, rather than cups, she
would pull out a kitchen scale to ensure the work was done
properly. Another’s giant binder full of recipes were an
attempt to find a common format to print and display them.
• The chef, on the other hand, had no such pretensions about
how to get started. That person is very happy to just get going
knowing whatever little will get them started. This type of
person has a more innate sense of how things will work,
whether it’s how items may cook or the amount of time a
particular ingredient will take to prep.
Some commonalities across the different types of people:
• Again, nobody reads all the way through a recipe. In testing,
occasionally a person might glance all the way through
quickly, just to see if there was any major gotcha, but never
truly read the content to ensure. In one prime example a
“mistake” in the test recipe failed to specify when the chicken
should be completely cooked through—multiple testers across
skill levels tried to finish it in the first step.
• The type of people described above do not necessarily map
to a certain ways of finding and trusting recipes. For finding
recipes, there are essentially two camps: One is focused on
brand-name recognition; the second relies on whatever
looks attractive and do-able. Neither group, however, was
specifically religious about never trusting a random recipe or
always looking for a recognized cook’s name.
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One of the more interesting places I had read about the chef
as a cooking archetype was by Mark Bittman, formerly of The
Times and one of the people in charge at The Purple Carrot. In an
interview with Fast Company, he said (emphasis mine):
When I was working on How to Cook Everything Fast, we
recognized that most experienced cooks don’t work the
way most recipes are written. They don’t chop an onion,
measure oil and salt and chili flakes, mince a clove of
garlic, wash and dry and chop parsley, chop a tomato, put
a pan on the stove, add the oil, add the onion, and so on.
(Some do, of course; but they’re in the minority.)
It’s of course impossible for me to say without knowing where
he’s getting his numbers from, but I wonder is if he’s truly seen
this in observing and testing others, or if he’s just noticed it from
being around other experienced cooks.
My hunch is it was the former, and I know how tough it is to
design for someon who may be wary of the environment you’re
hoping they’ll spend some time. But too often, we design around
users and personas that reflect ourselves.
To break out of this thinking, one must be willing to accept
there are plenty of people you’ve never met who will use things
in a completely different manner and be willing to empathize
with them. You don’t have to build everything around them, but
I always like to assume the minority has its view for a very good
reason, and test those assumptions.

Bringing Together
Step Zero
N.B., Everything has to be “done enough” at some point,
particularly when the goal of a thesis is to ship each of
these parts: A working prototype, a presentation, and a
document of process, not necessarily in that order.

What I mean to say is the designs and interactions described
here are as reflective of as-close-to-final as possible, though some
details may have changed since this book shipped.

The Design

The dogs of Step Zero. Two of my testers had
animals in their apartments. They did not cause
much trouble.
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The final design of Step Zero takes the form of a responsive web
page, along with an extension to use along side it. For mobile,
I’d described there being a possible bookmarklet. In practice,
I’m not sure how the adoption of that might go, considering how
tricky it is to do, but I’d be relying on people being able to add
the bookmarklet on a computer (where they might traditionally
search for recipes), which can just be accomplished through
messaging.
From a graphics standpoint, I maintained keeping it as
simple as possible. The important typographical flourishes I
kept were limited to pieces like hanging numbers for ingredient
measurement and the key feature of providing emphasized action
words in the cooking instructions. Otherwise, it’s very minimal.
Icons for tools were chosen to be simplistic line drawings—
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perfect for black-and-white printing, they also are an easy visual
reference that doesn’t dictate you must have a beautiful, $200
chef’s knife to get the recipe done.

The small
viewport version
of the design,
including more
elements as you
go down the
page.

There’s a little bit of highlighting going on for other aspects
of those cooking instructions; to date, it was to highlight the
tools being used, but testing proved that it should actually be an
active reference to the ingredients themselves. Regardless, it’s a
subtle mark in the text, meant to be lighter than the weight of the
actions themselves.
I also got to have a little bit of fun with the navigation icons—
the overly realistic hamburger icon is not as discoverable as a
traditional icon, and in a more serious scenario I would change
it for something that was more descriptive of the information
inside. That said, it’s a cute nod to the awful icon as interaction
element, and the name it received.
In general, the feel of the app was meant to be somewhat
vintage—colors were pulled in thinking of a vintage kitchen
table and set of chairs I own, and the type veers its way between
deco and grotesque styles in an idiosyncratic manner delightfully
without taking away readability.

The tablet view of things.

A BRIEF SIDEBAR ON
WHERE MY “BRAND” WENT
After an early semester exploration, I left brand concepts near the
back of my mind. The goals to me were clear: I felt confident in
my ability to establish a great typographical hierarchy, but a logo
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was going to take some thought and really only needed to be in
place for areas like a favicon or the browser extension itself—not
as important as you’d think.
That said, I love a good brand—UnderConsideration’s Brand
New is a daily read of mine, and to create one that reflected my
tastes and how I want to present this to the design community
felt like an important challenge.
The first sketches centered me around the idea of the number

were going.
And so it went, with a tweak here and a refinement there,
adding a generously spaced wordmark to the text, until the final
day of classes and my final crit.
After, a group of us headed downtown to try to make it to our
final class, a site visit to an agency in Greenwich Village. Headed
down Fifth Avenue, I swiveled my head to the right and saw a
logo.

Guess who?

Above: That early
branding sketch.
Below: A
working slide
from my final
presentation.
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zero—its curve, the ways it’s been represented in type between
a slash or a dot, and then the basic shapes that it reduces to in
the circle, the semi-circle, the dot and the line. The sketches also
attempted to evoke the feeling of the kitchen timer, the device we
use as our guide while cooking.
As the sketch turned into something more
concrete, and as I looked at the context it’d be
placed into—single color in the sense of an
extension icon, able to be rendered at a small
size—I wanted to simplify the shape and allow
it to work best there.
The resulting logo, a circle of a thick stroke
with a line running through towards the edges
at around 18°, felt great. It wasn’t a unique
shape by any stretch of the imagination, but without being able to
easily recall anything like it, felt pretty good about where things
Bringing Together Step Zero

It looked really familiar.
As it turns out, I managed to perform the cardinal sin of a logo
designer—accidentally ripping off a logo that you’ve definitely
seen before, but could not place at the time.
In this case, it came from Compass, the real estate company.
I felt embarrassed in triplicate because not only did I read the
Brand New write up, I also read the Medium post from the head
designer and they came to visit the studio for meet-ixd.
So now what? Well, with a scramble so close to the end, my
plan is to not have a plan. If this were truly going to market, I
would have started an entirely new exploration, focused on the
essential elements I was still interested in and how to make them
come alive.
Instead, I’ll leave the icons as placeholders in the spots where
icons are needed, and let the type do the rest of the heavy lifting.
And I’ll remember to keep my head on a swivel for inspiration,
but be especially careful not to make this kind of mistake again.

How does Step Zero work?
The two major parts of Step Zero as an interaction are the
service, whose user-facing role is through the extension or the
bookmarklet, and the front-end web presence. When a user
is on recipe page, clicking the Step Zero browser extension or
bookmarklet calls the service.

THE STEP ZERO SERVICE
It parses the web page to find the necessary information:
• A name and description for the recipe;
• Any images, required time, and serving size;
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• All of the ingredients; and

Selected slides from my
thesis defense, explaining
the way the process works.

• The full set of cooking directions.
It’s able to know the necessary information by using the
schema that already exist on the page. Schema.org provides the
data structures, which publishers adopt to improve their search
performance.
Within the ingredients and cooking directions, Step Zero is
looking for specific objects and phrases connoting what a home
chef may need. Here’s what happens:
• As recipes mention various objects and tools in the cooking
directions, Step Zero pulls them into a discrete list.

(1) The existing recipe,
before Step Zero.

• For verbs in the ingredient list, usually found following a
comma (e.g. 1 clove garlic, minced), Step Zero selects both the
necessary tools and extras required to complete the task.
• Step Zero also provides references for how to perform certain
tasks or the rough size of prepped ingredients. Simple
graphics provide a reminder of how things should look
without being too prescriptive.

(2) The first part in the
process is eliminating
everything but the essential
recipe from the page.

• As an example, if a recipe contains raw meat, a special note is
added to ensure home chefs use proper food safety measures
when prepping and cooking.
Once Step Zero finishes parsing the recipe, it generates the
redesigned version of the recipe in a responsive, web-based
application.

THE STEP ZERO APP
Built as a responsive website, the goal of the app is to be as lean
as possible. It’s built with pretty simple technology—html,
JavaScript and css. (I had experimented with a full application
via the Meteor framework which was cut to make sure I could
ship something on time.)
It has the necessary regions for the various parts of the
recipe, covering the core ingredients/prep/cook stages. A host
of svg files make up the various tool icons, which the frontend
references at will when displaying the recipe.
A couple other technical details:
• The prep aid (the “finger,” as others have referred to it)
is dynamically adjusted as the recipe is built to help with
performance; rather than creating individual icons for each
of the different sizes, JavaScript in employed to dynamically
change the size of the particle in the svg based on the data.

trim and quarter

mince

(3) As Step Zero determines
what’s needed in the recipe,
it provides tools and tips.

• The hanging punctuation is also adjusted dynamically using
JavaScript to maintain the rhythm of the list.
(4) The final, Step Zerodesigned page.
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Miscellaneous Notes
& Credits
It’s important for my own well-being and in the interest
of full disclosure to point out a whole bunch of potential
conflicts and factoids about the machinations of this
project. These should help provide some additional color
to the reading and understanding of my thesis project.
Plus, some of this information is just plain fun.

My Relationship with Work
As I stated in the introduction, while going through the program
I was a full-time employee of The New York Times (and still am
at the time of this printing). Though my work remained in the
newsroom, I obviously was in a building full of designers, product
managers, and a host of other potential resources.
In order to keep a healthy “church-state” relationship between
my school and my work, I generally avoided doing too many
projects during my regular classes that used my day job as a
resource. One of my early projects, a final for our Cybernetics
and Systems Thinking course, did use the output from one of my
projects. Additionally, a couple of other smaller projects had me
talking about specific aspects of The Times.
In doing those, I felt badly about the potential for conflict
between work and school. Moreover, I felt additional stress
to represent both The Times and the School of Visual
Arts appropriately, and have my work be presentable and
understandable to both my classmates as well as my colleagues.
This made it nearly impossible to nail down exactly how specific
or general I should be. It added a lot of unnecessary overhead,
so I made a point to change my relationship between work and
school for thesis.
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Specifically regarding thesis, I had no involvement between
my project and employees of The New York Times. I did not
share my project ideas with any of the product teams, including
(and especially) the Cooking team. Any resources I used as far as
articles or recipes that were Times content were generally of my
own interest, with an exception to look at how information was
captured for recipes at The Times. (I also did this for Food52, but
their form is accessible to the public.)
This may have limited my ability to get feedback from smart
people I knew well, or even find research participants, but
ultimately made me feel at ease with working at the caliber I felt
best represented me and showed my skills as a designer, not ones
that were tempered by connections at The Times.

THE CONSTRAINTS OF A WORKING LIFE
A lot of what I end up talking about throughout my process
involves the idea of constraints, which are both self-imposed but
also a factor of things like my employment. Again, certainly not
an excuse, it’s a necessary way to describe the hard landscape* of
my time and ability to do work.
While my bosses accepted my decision to go to graduate
school, it was done understanding I still carried significant
responsibilities to my coworkers and to The Times, and I could
not be derelict in those duties while in graduate school.
This posed obvious limits to my availability: even if school (and
by virtue, thesis) came first, work was always a close second, and
had its own deadlines to hit and people to be accountable to.
If anybody is reading this as a prospective student of this
program, or as one preparing to do battle with the thesis process
itself, take heed: Working while in this program is a significant
sacrifice to your ability to focus—for yourself, your classmates,
and your education. Make this decision with the fullest
understanding of what that means.
I learned this lesson and while I’m still I’m proud of the work
I had been able to do both through thesis as well as through my
job, it was not without knowing the what-ifs of having more time,
less stress, or fewer responsibilities. Generally, my stance is to
avoid regrets, and I have none here, but I do wonder about the
kind of path I may have taken without full-time employment.

Shamelessly
pulled from
David Allen’s
“Getting Things
Done,” another
inspiration for
this project.

*

Resources, References,
and Inspiration
Though most of these aren’t direct information sources,
the energy and tenor behind these projects inspired me
when I made decisions about my area of focus.
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M Y P R O C E S S B LO G

G O R D O N R A M S AY

A bunch of information was left on the cutting room floor to
make this its still unreasonable size. If you really want more of
the details, my process blog is definitely the place to find some of
the more raw thoughts.

“Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares”—not the American garbage
version of the television series, but the British version on the
BBC—was an incredible inspiration to me when it came to how
cooking was done and the empathy one could have for the food
industry. I totally ate this up on BBC America when I could find it.
One of my favorite episodes that also showed some incredible
home cooking was called “Momma Cherri’s Soul Food
Shack,” when Ramsay headed to the head chef’s house to talk
about his frustrations with working there. The meatloaf he made
in his own home kitchen is still seared in my memory.
But more importantly, his program “The F Word,” which I
saw more through segments on YouTube than specifically on air,
delved into how to actually cook decent food at home and turn
things around. I recall segments on how to teach a house full
of young men, used to take out and boxed food, how to make
real food, or an incredible segment where he shows his style of
soft-scrambled eggs. (I’ve made pale versions of those eggs many
times, chagrined I still cannot reach that level of sophistication.)

R E S O U R C E S A N D CO M P E T I T I O N
A laundry list of various sites that provided some amount of
material in service of this project:
• The Noun Project, where I was a proud Pro member, provided
much of the line drawings for my prototypes
• Edamam, a database for searching recipes, also provided an
API that was very valuable to me trying to understand how
the data for recipes could be properly structured.
• Google provides a wealth of information about rich data
snippets, regardless of the type of information you’re looking
for; of course, recipe information was most important to me.
The following list doesn’t necessarily reflect absolutely
everything that’s in the market, but it does include things that
are near the particular area I’ve invested my time in. The process
book mostly supplies my synthesis of these different platforms
and sites, rather than an exhaustive competitive analysis.
• Recipe Delivery Subscriptions: Blue Apron, HelloFresh,
Plated, The Purple Carrot; others were covered in an article by
WiseBread
• Online Recipe Platforms: Mealime, Paprika, Epicurious,
Pepperplate, Cooking from The New York Times, Edamam,
FoodSmarts, Panna
• Food-Related Enterprises: UberEATS, Postmates, Maple,
Homemade
• Miscellany: Knife Skills Book, Tasty

S A LT & FAT
The now-defunct blog and podcast, by Neven Mrgan and Jim Ray,
was an instrumental early notion of what cooking could be, and
how to get comfortable in the kitchen.
Among the other things that Salt & Fat provided were Stock
& Larder, a page dedicated to the tools and cookbooks they
found vital for making work easier in the kitchen; Unwrapper, a
web app (also defunct, unfortunately) that helped define some
confusing terms when working in the kitchen or trying to read
packaged food.
It wasn’t a primary reference, but it was surprising how many
of the ideas snuck their way into the package I created ultimately.
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J A M I E O L I V E R ’ S ‘ F O O D R E VO LU T I O N ’
A very short-lived program, I still remembered the passion Jamie
Oliver took to coal country and a town he had no business being
in—Huntington, West Virginia—in an effort to help students
understand what real food looks like and how to turn around one
of the most unhealthy cities in the country.

B LU E A P R O N
I’d already extolled its virtues excessively, and used it as a crutch
for easily understanding recipes for a while. But it really is a
kind of revolution in how people plan for meals and have them
delivered to their home.
Everything from the format of the recipe guides, to the
language in the actual recipe, to how they even pack ingredients
as they ship them out, speaks to the refinement and goals of
making the product better. It’s been very impressive to watch
their evolution as I’ve done my own process here.
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Production Notes
This book was produced in large part in Ulysses on iOS, a piece
of document management software. Much of the editing and
structure of the book began there before it ever made its journey
anywhere else.
Additional work was done in Adobe InDesign to typeset,
format, and lay out this book.
As noted earlier in the book, I spent a significant amount
of time working through thesis on an iPad. Drafts from Agile
Tortoise, Paper by FiftyThree and PDF Expert have been
indispensable. Much of my blog was also done on the iPad using
Working Copy.
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